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ABSTRACT 17 

In this study, we examined the viscoelastic properties of a series of comb-shaped ring (RC) 18 

polystyrene samples with different branch chain length, i.e., the molecular weight of the ring 19 

backbone Mbb (≃ 4Me where Me is the entanglement molecular weight) and branch chains Mbr (≃ 20 

Me, 2Me, and 4Me). Even for the RC sample with the shortest branch chains, a plateau region of the 21 

dynamic modulus G*(ω) was observed in the middle angular frequency ω region, suggesting that 22 

intermolecular branch chain entanglement occurs. In the ω region between the plateau and terminal 23 

region, G*(ω) with a weaker ω dependence than the terminal relaxation was observed. This behavior 24 

was more pronounced for the RC samples with shorter branch chains and also for the corresponding 25 

linear comb (LC) samples than the RC ones. Molecular weight dependence of zero-shear viscosity 26 

η0 and steady-state recoverable compliance Jeo of the RC and LC samples was evaluated, and the 27 

effect of different molecular structures (i.e., ring or linear) of the backbones on the terminal 28 

relaxation behavior was discussed. Moreover, the G*(ω) data were analyzed with two models: the 29 

comb-Rouse model in which the structure of the RC/LC molecules is taken into account by graph 30 

theory, and the Milner-McLeish model for entangled star-shaped polymers. The former model was 31 

able to qualitatively describe the terminal relaxation behavior of G*(ω) at low ω, but failed to 32 

reproduce the plateau in the middle ω range. Conversely, the latter model described the 33 

entanglement plateau in the middle ω range, but the difference in the terminal relaxation regime 34 

between the RC/LC samples seen in the data and the comb-Rouse model was disappeared. 35 

36 
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INTRODUCTION 37 

The molecular architecture of polymers is known to strongly influence various physical 38 

properties of polymers, such as viscoelasticity. Elucidation of the correlation between 39 

molecular structure and dynamics of polymers is one of the important issues in polymer science. 40 

Many studies have been conducted on the dynamics of linear and branched polymers,1-5 and 41 

their properties are well-understood by tube models that assume entangled polymers. Ring 42 

polymers, which do not have chain ends, exhibit significantly different dynamics from linear 43 

and branched polymers having chain ends.6-10 Specifically, while linear/branched polymers 44 

with sufficiently high molecular weights exhibit a wide plateau region in relaxation modulus 45 

due to intermolecular entanglement, ring polymers exhibit a power-law type decay of the 46 

modulus,8,10 suggesting that the global dynamics of the ring chain is considerably different from 47 

that of entangled linear/branched polymers. Several molecular models have been proposed to 48 

describe the dynamics of ring polymers,11-12 but they are still not fully understood. 49 

 50 

Tadpole-shaped polymers where a single linear chain is connected to a ring exhibit a 51 

characteristic viscoelastic property.10,13-14 That is, the linear chain part of the tadpole polymer 52 

spontaneously penetrates into the ring part of another molecule, resulting in significantly slower 53 

global relaxation than the individual ring polymer. If the number of branch linear chains 54 

connected to a ring is increased, it is expected to show different molecular dynamics from that 55 

of the tadpole polymers as well as of the ring ones. These kinds of molecules are called comb-56 

shaped ring (RC) polymers or cyclic graft polymers. Their synthesis and characterization in 57 

dilute solution have been mainly reported,15-18 but to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there 58 

are no examples of experimental studies that have evaluated viscoelasticity using systematic 59 

RC samples. When many branch chains are present in RC molecules, it is expected that the 60 

contribution of intermolecular interactions of the branch chains becomes larger than those 61 

between the linear and ring parts (i.e., branch and backbone in this case) observed in tadpole 62 

polymers. From the viewpoint of fundamental polymer science, it is meaningful to understand 63 

the viscoelastic properties of a series of RC polymers. 64 

 65 

In examining the dynamics of RC polymers, it is important to understand the dynamics of 66 

conventional comb-shaped linear (LC) polymers, which have already been studied well.19-25 A 67 

hierarchical relaxation model has been proposed for the dynamics of entangled LC polymers, 68 

where both the branch and backbone chains have molecular weights higher than the 69 

entanglement molecular weight Me, in which the outer branch chains relax first, followed by 70 

the inner backbone.4,26 Roovers and Graessley19 pioneeringly synthesized two series of LC 71 
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polystyrene (PS) samples, which have two different backbone lengths and systematically varied  72 

branch lengths, and investigated their viscoelastic properties. They discussed the molecular 73 

dynamics of the LC polymers by estimating the molecular weight dependence of zero-shear 74 

viscosity η0 and steady-state recoverable compliance Jeo. Daniels et al.20 investigated the 75 

viscoelastic properties of a series of well-entangled LC polybutadiene (PB) samples, with 76 

variously different molecular weights of the branch and backbone chains. They found out that 77 

the behavior can be described by a combination of the relaxation model of entangled star-78 

shaped polymers27 (for branch chains) and the modified reptation model of linear polymers (for 79 

backbone chains). 80 

 81 

Based on the above background, in this study we experimentally investigate the viscoelastic 82 

properties of a series of RC samples with different branch chain lengths by comparing with the 83 

corresponding LC ones, and evaluate the effect of the difference in molecular structure (i.e., 84 

linear or ring) of the backbone on the viscoelasticity of comb-shaped polymers. Several 85 

viscoelastic parameters such as η0 and Jeo of the RC and LC samples are estimated, and their 86 

molecular weight dependence is discussed. In addition, the data obtained are analyzed by two 87 

models, i.e., the Rouse-Ham model,28-29 which explicitly introduces the effect of molecular 88 

structure based on graph theory30-31 (hereafter, this model is referred to as “comb-Rouse 89 

model”), and the Milner-McLeish model,27 which describes the relaxation of entangled star-90 

shaped polymers, and the molecular dynamics of the RC molecules is discussed. 91 

 92 

EXPERIMENTAL 93 

The synthesis, purification, and characterization of a series of LC and RC polystyrene (PS) 94 

samples as well as their backbones (Lbb and Rbb) used in this study were reported previously.17 95 

The molecular characteristics, i.e., total weight-average absolute molecular weight Mw,total, 96 

molecular weight distribution Mw/Mn, molecular weight of one branch chain Mw,br, average 97 

number of branch chains f (= Mw,total – Mw,bb)/Mw,br, where Mw,bb is the molecular weight of 98 

backbones, and volume fraction of branch chains in the molecules Φbr (= fMbr/Mtotal), for the 99 

LC and RC samples together with their backbones are summarized in Table 1. Details of the 100 

characterization methods are described elsewhere.17 Here, the number in the sample code for 101 

the backbone samples denotes Mbb in kg/mol (with one significant digit), while that for the LC 102 

and RC samples represents Mbr. The RC-80* sample, which has the exactly same Mbr to the 103 

corresponding LC-80, was newly prepared by the same method in the previous report,17 and 104 

used for the rheological measurements in this study. The entanglement molecular weight Me of 105 

PS is 18.0 kg/mol,1 and Mw,bb is ca. 4 times higher than Me, while Mw,br is roughly 1, 2 and 4 106 
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times higher than Me for the LC-20/RC-20, LC-40/RC-40 and LC-80/RC-80* samples, 107 

respectively. 108 

 109 

Table 1. Molecular characteristics of a series of LC and RC samples and their backbones 110 

Samples 

 

Mw,total a 

 kg/mol 

Mw/Mn b 

- 

Mw,br a 

kg/mol 

f c 

- 

Φbr d 

- 

Lbb-70 70.9 1.01 - - - 

Rbb-70 70.5 1.01 - - - 

LC-20 491 1.02 20.2 21 0.86 

RC-20 434 1.03 19.2 19 0.84 

LC-40 1070 1.05 41.5 24 0.93 

RC-40 929 1.04 41.5 21 0.92 

LC-80 1630 1.08 75.9 21 0.96 

RC-80* 1100 1.14 75.9 14 0.94 

Estimated from (a) SEC-MALS and (b) SEC with PS standards. Calculated from (c) f = (Mw,total – Mw,bb)/Mw,br, 111 

where Mw,bb is the molecular weight of backbones, and (d) Φbr = fMw,br/Mw,total. 112 

 113 

Dynamic viscoelasticity of the RC and LC samples was measured by an ARES-G2 rheometer 114 

(TA-Instruments) with 8 mm diameter and 0.1 rad angle cone and plate geometry. 115 

Measurements were performed in a temperature range of 120~220 °C (i.e., the highest 116 

temperature was depending on the sample) under nitrogen atmosphere with angular frequency 117 

ω ranging from 10−1~102 rad/s under linear strain (≤ 5%). Disk-shaped samples for the 118 

measurements were prepared by thermal annealing as reported previously.13 After the 119 

viscoelastic measurements, it was confirmed from size-exclusion chromatography with multi-120 

angle light scattering detector (SEC-MALS) measurements that no thermal degradation of the 121 

RC and LC samples occurred.  122 

 123 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 124 

Linear viscoelastic data of RC samples 125 

Figure 1 shows the master curves of the dynamic modulus G*(ω) (= G′ + iG″, where G′ and G″ 126 

are storage and loss moduli, respectively, and i is the imaginary unit) and tan δ (= G″/G′) against 127 

ω for the series of RC and LC samples as well as their backbones. By applying the time-128 

temperature superposition, the data are reduced to the reference temperature Tr = Tg + 60 K, 129 

where Tg is the glass transition temperature of the samples. That is, the data at each temperature 130 
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was first shifted horizontally by a shift factor aT so that the data at any given temperature (e.g., 131 

160 °C) was used as a reference and tan δ at the other temperatures overlapped. At this time, 132 

G′ and G″ were also vertically shifted to reflect changes in density and temperature as bT = 133 

ρ(Tr)Tr/ρ(T)T, where ρ(T) is the density of PS at temperature T, known as ρ(T) = 1.2503 − 6.50 134 

× 10−4 T (ρ in g cm−1 and T in K).32 Tr was then corrected so that the T − Tr dependence of aT 135 

for each sample overlapped with that of linear PS with high molecular weight, using the WLF 136 

relationship,1 log aT = C1(T − Tr)/(C2 + T − Tr) with C1 = 6.3 and C2 = 110 K.13,33 Figure 2 shows 137 

the T − Tr dependence of aT for the RC and LC samples, in which aT of the RC and LC samples 138 

can be described well with the single WLF curve. 139 

 140 

 141 

Figure 1. Master curves of G′, G″ (top) and tan δ (bottom) for (a) Rbb-70, (b) RC-20, (c) RC-40 and 142 

(d) RC-80*, compared with those for the corresponding linear counterparts, reduced at Tr = Tg + 60 K. 143 

 144 
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 145 

Figure 2. Temperature dependence of log aT for a series of RC and LC samples as well as their 146 

backbones reduced at Tr = Tg + 60 K. The solid curve indicates the WLF relationship for linear PS 147 

samples as log aT = C1(T − Tr)/(C2 + T – Tr) with C1 = 6.3 and C2 = 110 K.13  148 

 149 

From Figure 1, the following facts can be found out at first glance. First, in the high ω region 150 

of ωaT ≳ 103.5 s−1, G' and G" as well as tan δ for the all RC and LC samples are overlapped 151 

well, and the overlaid data are shown in Figure S1 in Supplementary Information (SI). This 152 

result is associated with the fact that the temperature dependence of aT shown in Figure 2 can 153 

be described by the single WLF curve. 154 

 155 

For the backbone samples in Figure 1a, Lbb-70 shows a small entanglement plateau region (i.e., 156 

G′ > G″) in G*(ω) at 101.1 ≲ ωaT/s−1 ≲ 103.2, whereas Rbb-70 shows no plateau but reveals an 157 

apparent Rouse-like behavior even though its molecular weight is about four times higher than 158 

Me. This result on Rbb-70 is qualitatively similar to that reported for highly-purified ring PS 159 

samples.34 160 

 161 

Regarding the RC and LC samples, an entanglement plateau-like region in G*(ω) is observed 162 

at ωaT/s−1 = 101.4 ~ 103.2 s−1 for RC-20 and LC-20 with the shortest Mbr (≃ Me), and the region 163 

is extended toward lower ω with increasing Mbr. At sufficiently low ω, a terminal relaxation 164 

behavior with G′ ∝ ω2 and G″ ∝ ω1 is observed for most of the samples. In the ω region between 165 

the plateau and terminal region, there is a region where G' and G" show a weaker ω dependence 166 

than the terminal relaxation, which is also confirmed in tan δ. This behavior is more distinct for 167 

the LC samples than for the RC ones, and more evident for the samples with shorter branch 168 

chains. Similar trend has been also observed in previous studies of some comb-shaped polymers 169 

with linear backbones.19-22 170 
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 171 

When comparing the RC and LC samples with the same branch chain length, their G' and G" 172 

as well as tan δ overlap with each other up to slightly lower ω than the plateau region (at ωaT 173 

≳	101.2 s−1 for LC-20/RC-20, at ωaT ≳ 10−0.2 s−1 for LC-40/RC-40, and at ωaT ≳ 10−1.2 s−1 for 174 

LC-80/RC-80*). Note that the width of the plateau region for LC-20 and RC-20 is slightly 175 

different, probably due to the slightly different Mbr of the samples. For entangled comb-shaped 176 

polymers, a hierarchical relaxation mechanism has been proposed, in which the outer entangled 177 

branch chains relax first, followed by the inner backbone chains.4,26 Naively, the agreement in 178 

G*(ω) of the RC and LC samples with the same Mbr in the high to middle ω range (from glass 179 

transition to plateau region) can be explained by assuming that the branch chain relaxation is 180 

dominant in this ω range. In contrast, at the low ω side, the LC samples exhibit slower terminal 181 

relaxation behavior than the corresponding RC ones, as can be seen in Figure 1. In other words, 182 

in the RC and LC samples examined in this study, the differences in the molecular structure of 183 

the backbones are mainly affected at the lower ω region than the entanglement plateau in G*(ω). 184 

 185 

Several viscoelastic parameters are estimated from G*(ω) in Figure 1 in order to discuss the 186 

differences between the RC and LC samples. The plateau modulus GNo of the samples (except 187 

Rbb-70) is determined from the G' value at the minimum tan δ, and the obtained values are 188 

summarized in Table 2. Whilst the details are given in SI, the GNo values are higher for the RC 189 

and LC samples with lower Mbr (in other words, lower Φbr). 190 

 191 

In order to characterize the terminal relaxation behavior of the LC and RC samples, the zero-192 

shear viscosity η0 and the steady-state recoverable compliance Jeo, expressed as follows, are 193 

estimated: 194 

 𝜂! = lim
"→!

{𝐺′′(𝜔) 𝜔⁄ }  (1) 195 

and 196 

 𝐽$% = lim
"→!

[{𝐺′(𝜔) 𝜔&⁄ } [𝐺′′(𝜔) 𝜔⁄ ]&⁄ ] (2) 197 

In relation to Jeo, the complex compliance J*(ω) (= J' − iJ", where J' and J" represent storage 198 

and loss compliances, respectively), converted from G*(ω) in Figure 1, is shown in Figure S3 199 

in SI. Details on how to actually estimate Jeo are summarized in SI. The obtained η0 and Jeo 200 

values for the samples are summarized in Table 2. While η0 was obtained with high accuracy, 201 

Jeo is shown with error due to the uncertainties involved in its determination. 202 

 203 

 204 

 205 
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Table 2. Viscoelastic parameters of the LC and RC samples at Tr = Tg + 60 K. 206 

Samples 

 

10−5GN
o 

Pa 

10−5η0 

Pa s 

105Je
o 

Pa−1 

GN
oJe

o 

- 

Lbb-70 2.1 0.18 0.73 ± 0.02 1.5 

Rbb-70 - 0.015 0.59 ± 0.04 - 

LC-20 3.0 0.37 3.9 ± 0.1 11.7 

RC-20 2.9 0.14 1.6 ± 0.1 4.7 

LC-40 2.4 1.5 5.9 ± 0.3 14.0 

RC-40 2.5 0.97 2.7 ± 0.2 6.7 

LC-80 2.3 10.1 5.8 ± 0.3 12.9 

RC-80* 2.2 7.0 2.7 ± 0.2 5.9 

 207 

Figures 3 and 4 show the molecular weight dependence of η0 and Jeo, respectively, for the RC 208 

and LC samples. In Figure 3, η0 for the RC and LC samples is plotted against Mbr in double-209 

logarithmic scale, and compared to that for linear PS34-38 (plotted against Mtotal) and star-shaped 210 

PS39 (plotted against the molecular weight of one arm Ma (= Mbr)) reported elsewhere. For the 211 

reference, Figures S4 and S5 in SI show the η0 and Jeo data, respectively, plotted against Mtotal 212 

for the RC/LC and star PS samples as well as linear PS. If the branch chains in RC and LC 213 

molecules are long enough (in other words, if the fraction of the backbone Φbb = 1 − Φbr is 214 

small enough), their viscoelastic behavior is expected to be similar to that of star polymers with 215 

the same Mbr. Hence, comparing η0 of the RC/LC polymers with that of star ones against Mbr is 216 

a good way to discuss the contribution of the backbone in the terminal relaxation of the RC and 217 

LC samples. 218 

 219 

In Figure 3, linear polymers exhibit η0 ∝ M1 below the critical molecular weight Mc (≃ 2Me), 220 

whereas above Mc they show a dependence of η0 on M3.4 due to intermolecular entanglement, 221 

as is well-known.1 (Note that the variation in η0 data for linear PS at M < Mc is possibly due to 222 

the lack of proper correction of Tg.) The η0 of star polymers is known to increase in an 223 

exponential manner independent of the number of arm chains, when plotted against Ma instead 224 

of Mtotal.39,40 As shown in Figure S4 in SI, when plotted against Mtotal, η0 of the RC and LC 225 

samples is evidently lower than that of the linear and star PSs at the same Mtotal. However, as 226 

shown in Figure 3, if η0 is plotted against Mbr, η0 of the LC and RC samples in this study is 227 

well-above that of linear PSs, and even higher than that of star polymers with the same branch 228 

chain length. Since there are only three data points of η0 for the both LC and RC samples, it is 229 

difficult to correctly discuss their molecular weight dependence, but they appear to show a 230 
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similar exponential-like viscosity increase as the star polymers. Although η0 of LC is higher 231 

than that of RC at the same Mbr (as can be seen from Figure 1), the difference in η0 between the 232 

LC and RC samples becomes smaller as Mbr increases (i.e., η0,LC/η0,RC = 2.6, 1.6 and 1.4 for 233 

LC-20/RC-20, LC-40/RC-40 and LC-80/RC-80*, respectively), and their η0 appears to 234 

asymptotically approach that for star polymers. 235 

 236 

 237 

Figure 3. Molecular weight dependence of η0 for RC and LC samples, compared with linear PSs34-38 238 

and 4-arm and 6-arm star PSs,39 reported elsewhere. For the RC/LC and star PS samples, the η0 data are 239 

plotted against Mbr, while those for linear PSs are against Mtotal. The solid line and the dotted curve 240 

indicate the η0-M dependence for the linear and star PSs, respectively. 241 

 242 

In Figure 4, Jeo for the LC and RC samples is plotted against Mbr, and compared to that for 243 

linear and star PSs, as done in Figure 3. For monodisperse linear polymers, Jeo is known to 244 

increase in proportion to M up to Mc' (≃ 5~6Me), and to remain constant above Mc'.1 For star 245 

polymers, Jeo continues to proportionally increase to Mbr even above Mc'.39 The RC and LC 246 

samples measured in this study exhibit considerably higher Jeo than the star-shaped PS with the 247 

same Mbr. This Jeo difference between the RC/LC and star polymers is naturally due to the 248 

presence or absence of the backbone in molecules, and the associated difference in molecular 249 

dynamics. In addition, the RC exhibits a Jeo value about half as large as the corresponding LC 250 

(i.e., Je,RCo ≃ 0.4~0.5 Je,LCo) irrespective of Mbr. This Jeo difference between the RC and LC 251 

samples may be due to the difference in the contribution of linear or ring backbone relaxation 252 

in the terminal region, if one accepts the idea of the hierarchical relaxation model for comb-253 

shaped polymers.26 In addition, unlike star polymers, Jeo values increase from LC-20/RC-20 to 254 

LC-40/RC-40, whereas they are apparently saturated from LC-40/RC-40 to LC-80/RC-80*. 255 
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Similar molecular weight dependence of Jeo (i.e., the Mbr-dependent exponent of Jeo becomes 256 

gradually smaller with increasing Mbr) is reported for a series of linear comb PSs with equal 257 

backbone lengths and different branch chain lengths by Roovers and Graessley.19 258 

 259 

 260 

Figure 4. Molecular weight dependence of Je
o for RC and LC samples compared with linear PS34,35,38 261 

and 4-arm and 6-arm star PS39 samples. For the RC/LC and star PS samples, the Je
o data are plotted 262 

against the molecular weight of one branch chain Mbr, while those for linear PSs are against Mtotal. The 263 

solid and dotted lines indicate the Je
o-M dependence for the linear and star PSs, respectively. 264 

 265 

In order to further see the shape of the terminal relaxation for the LC and RC samples, the 266 

product of GNo and Jeo, which is a measure of the distribution of terminal relaxation modes, is 267 

estimated and summarized in Table 2. GNoJeo of the LC samples is higher than that of the RC 268 

ones, and much higher than that of well-entangled linear polymers (with M > Mc'; GNoJeo = 2.5 269 

± 0.5).1,3 Moreover, the GNoJeo value of the RC samples (as well as the LC ones) is comparable 270 

irrespective of the molecular weight of the branch chains. These results suggest that the shape 271 

of the terminal relaxation of the RC samples is independent of the branch chain length within 272 

the range of the samples examined in this study. 273 

 274 

In the following subsections, we analyze the G*(ω) data of the RC and LC samples using several 275 

molecular models, and further discuss the molecular dynamics of the RC and LC molecules. 276 

 277 

Data analysis with comb-Rouse model 278 

The obtained experimental G*(ω) data are first analyzed with the discrete spring-bead model,28 279 

which does not take intermolecular entanglement effects into account. Even for entangled linear 280 
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polymers, their dynamics are described based on the motion of spring-bead Rouse chains 281 

constrained in a virtual tube,2 and hence, understanding the Rouse dynamics for the LC and RC 282 

polymers is important. 283 

 284 

Whilst the details are given in the textbook,2 the relaxation modulus G(t) of linear polymers 285 

based on the spring-bead Rouse model is described as 286 

 𝐺(𝑡) = (𝜌𝑅𝑇 𝑀!"!#$⁄ )∑ exp	(−𝑡/𝜃%𝜏&)'()
%*)  (3) 287 

where ρ is the density of a polymer, R is the gas constant, T is the temperature, Mtotal is the total 288 

molecular weight of the polymer, N is the number of total Rouse segments, θp is the ratio of the 289 

first and pth eigenvalues, λ1 and λp, of the Rouse matrix as 290 

 θp = λ1/λp = sin2(π/2N)/sin2(pπ/2N)  (4) 291 

τR is the longest Rouse relaxation time at p = 1, and is represented in the high limit of N as 292 

 τR = ζN2b2/6π2kBT    (5) 293 

where ζ is the monomeric friction, b is the segment length, kB is the Boltzmann constant. G*(ω) 294 

can be actually obtained by Fourier transformation of G(t). For comparison with experimental 295 

data for PS, G*(ω) of the model is appropriately shifted based on the fact that a linear PS with 296 

the molecular weight M = Me = 18.0 kg/mol has a terminal relaxation time τR = τe = 1.3 × 10−3 297 

s at Tr = Tg + 60 K.41 298 

 299 

In contrast to linear homologues, as for ring polymers consisting of N beads, the eigenvalues at 300 

even p mode are obtained as double roots in the model. Thus, G(t) of the ring polymers can be 301 

written as42,43 302 

 𝐺(𝑡) = (2𝜌𝑅𝑇 𝑀!"!#$⁄ )∑ exp	(−𝑡/𝜃%𝜏&,,-./)'()
%:121.  303 

with  𝜏&,,-./ = 𝜁𝑁3𝑏3 24𝜋3𝑘4𝑇⁄    (6) 304 

For polymers having branched architectures, their modulus as well as eigenvalues naturally 305 

depend on the molecular structures. In fact, Ham represented branched polymers with arbitral 306 

branch points as beads (Rouse segments) connected by springs in matrices.29 Nitta proposed 307 

that the Rouse-Ham matrix can be described by various different types of matrices using graph 308 

theory, and reported that the dynamics of polymers with arbitrary branching structure can be 309 

described by calculating eigenvalues of the matrices.30,31 310 

 311 

In this study, we estimated the dynamic modulus from the comb-Rouse model, G*comb-Rouse(ω), 312 

for RC and LC molecules with the Rouse segment connections shown in Figure 3 by calculating 313 

the eigenvalues of the matrices composed of these connections, following the method by 314 

Nitta.30,31 Note that Nitta treated the systems without any loops in molecular structures in his 315 
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reports, but we have confirmed that the calculation on polymers with loops (i.e., Rbb and RC) 316 

is also available. Here, the number of beads in one branch chain is nbr, the number of backbone 317 

beads between adjacent branches is nbb, and the number of a repeating unit is defined as q. For 318 

simplicity, branch chains are assumed to be linked to the backbone at equal intervals. In addition, 319 

the LC samples are modeled as such that the branch chains are linked to both ends of the 320 

backbone, based on the actual molecular structure.17 The structural parameters for the RC and 321 

LC samples used in this study, calculated based on the Rouse segment molecular weight of 850 322 

g/mol for PS,24,25,44 are summarized in Table 3. The matrix eigenvalues for each sample were 323 

calculated using the open-source GNU Octave software (ver. 5.2.0) which utilizes LAPACK 324 

for linear algebra calculations. The eigenvalues given were substituted into eq. 3 so as to obtain 325 

G(t), resulted in getting G*(ω), for the LC and RC samples. 326 

 327 

 328 

Figure 5. Schematic representation of (a) RC and (b) LC molecules by the connection of beads with the 329 

structural parameters nbr, nbb and q. 330 

 331 

Table 3. Structural parameters in graph theory for a series of LC and RC samples 332 

Samples nbb nbr q ntotal a 

Lbb-70 84 0 1 84 

Rbb-70 84 0 1 85 

LC-20 4 24 20 585 

RC-20 4 23 19 513 

LC-40 4 49 23 1269 

RC-40 4 49 21 1113 

LC-80 4 89 20 1950 

RC-80* 6 89 14 1330 

(a) Calculated from ntotal = q(nbb + nbr) for RC and ntotal = q(nbb + nbr) + (1 + nbr) for LC molecules. 333 
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 334 

Figure 6 compares the experimental G*(ω) data for the series of RC and LC samples with the 335 

predictions of the comb-Rouse model (thin curves). The complex modulus of the model is 336 

shown as G*Model-1 = G*comb-Rouse + G*glass, where G*glass represents the modulus of the glassy 337 

mode as G″glass = 101.95ω in accordance with the experimental data. Here, G′ of the glassy mode, 338 

G′glass, is not considered, because G′glass has little effect in this observation window. A direct 339 

comparison of G*Model-1 between the LC and RC samples is shown in Figure S7 in SI. 340 

 341 

Regarding the backbone samples in Figure 6a, it is obvious that the experimental G*(ω) of Lbb-342 

70 cannot be described by G*Model-1 since Lbb-70 shows an entanglement plateau. For Rbb-70, 343 

the model describes the data well at high ω with ωaT ≳ 102.6 s−1, but at lower ω the relaxation 344 

of the data is slightly but non-negligibly slower than the model. This result is apparently 345 

inconsistent with that for previous highly-purified ring PS samples with similar molecular 346 

weights.34 One possibility might be the presence of a very small amount of linear chain 347 

precursor (Lbb-70) in Rbb-70 as an impurity. Another possibility might also be due to some 348 

intermolecular interaction between the vinyl group type functional groups (ca. 20 units 349 

randomly present in about 700 styrene monomers in the main chain), which serve as branch 350 

chain linkage points in the RC sample. Although we do not know the exact reason, we believe 351 

that this slight deviation of the Rbb-70 data from the Rouse model has not significantly affect 352 

the following discussion on the RC and LC samples. 353 

 354 

For the RC-20 and LC-20 samples with short branch chains in Figure 6b, G*Model-1 does not 355 

apparently describe the experimental G*(ω) data. Specifically, G*Model-1 fails to reproduce the 356 

plateau region (i.e., G′ > G″) of the experimental G*(ω) seen at ωaT/s−1 = 101.4 ~ 103.2 s−1 for 357 

both RC-20 and LC-20. This result suggests that entanglement between branch chains occurs 358 

in the RC-20 and LC-20 samples even though their Mbr is just close to Me. On the low ω side, 359 

the model shows a considerably faster relaxation than the data, but the shape of G*(ω) is similar 360 

to each other in between the data and model. That is, at ω region lower than the plateau region 361 

in RC-20, the model exhibits relatively simple terminal relaxation behavior, whereas in LC-20, 362 

the model shows weaker ω dependence for G′ and G″ than the terminal relaxation at 100.7 ≲ 363 

ωaT/s−1 ≲ 102.2. From the above, the comb-Rouse model that explicitly takes into account the 364 

branching structure of the molecules qualitatively reproduces the terminal relaxation behavior 365 

of the RC-20 and LC-20 samples, although some time-scale corrections (e.g., by introducing 366 

entanglement effects) are necessary. 367 

 368 
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For the LC-40/RC-40 and LC-80/RC-80* samples with long branch chains, the G*model-1 369 

reproduces the experimental data only at ωaT ≳ 104.0 s−1 for G′ and at ωaT ≳ 102.2 s−1 for G″, 370 

but fails to explain the data covering the other ω range, probably due to entanglement effects 371 

between the branch chains. Focusing on G*Model-1 for the LC and RC molecules with the same 372 

branch chain length, the difference in backbone structure is pronounced only on the lower ω 373 

side than the power law behavior of G*Model-1, which is specific to the Rouse model (i.e., G′ ∝ 374 

G″ ∝ ω1/2). This trend itself is qualitatively consistent with the experimental G*(ω) data for the 375 

RC and LC samples. Notably, unlike the hierarchical relaxation model of entangled branched 376 

polymers,26 G*comb-Rouse describes the molecular motion without separating that of the backbone 377 

and branches. Thus, it is significant that the difference in terminal relaxation behavior between 378 

the RC and LC samples could be qualitatively expressed from the comb-Rouse model that 379 

reflects the intrinsic molecular structure without using the hierarchical relaxation model. 380 

 381 

 382 

Figure 6. G*(ω) for (a) Rbb-70, (b) RC-20, (c) RC-40 and (d) RC-80* compared with those for the 383 

corresponding linear counterparts. The data (symbols) are compared with the prediction (curves) of 384 

G*
Model-1 = G*

comb-Rouse + G*
glass (thin) and G*

Model-2 = G*
MM + G*

comb-Rouse + G*
glass (thick). G*(ω) for the 385 

Lbb and LC samples are vertically shifted by a factor of A = 400. 386 

 387 
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Data analysis with entanglement polymer model 388 

In the previous subsection, we found out that the comb-Rouse model which takes into account 389 

the branching structure explicitly does not adequately express the G*(ω) data for the RC and 390 

LC samples in this study. Specifically, it was suggested that intermolecular entanglement of 391 

branch chains occurs even in the RC-20/LC-20 samples with short branch chains. 392 

 393 

Therefore, in this subsection, we attempt to describe the viscoelastic data of the RC and LC 394 

samples by assuming that the branch chain entanglement relaxation of the RC and LC samples 395 

can be described by the model for entangled star polymers. Here, we applied the Milner-396 

McLeish (MM) model,27 which considered the dynamics of arm retraction motion with 397 

introducing the concept of dynamic tube dilution in star polymers. Specifically, we attempt to 398 

describe the experimental data by considering the branch chain entanglement contribution 399 

G*MM, in addition to G*comb-Rouse and G*glass calculated in the previous subsection: G*Model-2 = 400 

G*MM + G*comb-Rouse + G*glass. Note that the simple addition of G*MM and G*comb-Rouse is not 401 

actually correct (because the dynamics assumed by the two models are not independent), but 402 

still this treatment tells us to what extent the viscoelastic data in terminal region can be correctly 403 

described. Whilst the details of the MM model are given in the original paper,27 the parameters, 404 

Me = 18.0 kg/mol, τe = 1.3 × 10−3 s, GN = 2.1 × 105 Pa and tube dilution parameter d = 1, are 405 

used in the present study. The number of branch chain entanglement Zbr is estimated as Zbr = 406 

Mw,br/Me. Even using these experimentally determined parameters, quantitative differences 407 

between the data and the model are known to exist.27 In SI, the viscoelasticity data for 4-armed 408 

star PSs reported by Graessley and Roovers39 are fitted by the MM model, and the differences 409 

between the model and the data are discussed. In particular, we adopt an additional horizontal 410 

shift factor log x = −0.4 for the G*MM of the LC and RC samples, which is the same value as 411 

that required to describe the G*(ω) data of the star PSs. As for the tube dilution parameter, we 412 

confirmed that the model fits the data better when d = 1 rather than d = 4/3 for the LC and RC 413 

samples. 414 

 415 

In Figure 6, G*(ω) data (symbols) for the LC and RC samples are compared with G*Model-2 (thick 416 

curves). A direct comparison of G*Model-2 between the LC and RC samples is shown in Figure 417 

S7 in SI. The G*MM term in the G*Model-2 is vertically shifted by log y = 0.25 for LC-20/RC-20, 418 

0.20 for LC-40/RC-40, and 0.05 for LC-80/RC-80*, in addition to the common horizontal shift 419 

(log x = −0.4), for better agreement with the experimental data. Note that for the LC and RC 420 

samples with the same branch chain lengths, the same shift factors are applied since the G* data 421 

in the plateau region are in good agreement with each other. log y is larger for the LC/RC 422 
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samples with shorter branch chains. This result is probably because the contribution of G*MM 423 

in G*Model-2 is related to Φbr in the LC/RC molecules, as proposed in the hierarchical relaxation 424 

model for comb-shaped polymers.20,22 In fact, we confirmed in Table 1 and Figure S2 in SI that 425 

the GNo value of the LC and RC samples used in this study becomes higher for lower Mbr (i.e., 426 

lower Φbr). 427 

 428 

Figure 6 shows that G*Model-2 reproduces the G*(ω) data well in the high to middle ω range, 429 

including the glass transition and part of entanglement plateau, for the all LC and RC samples 430 

examined in this study. In contrast, at low ω, G*(ω) data are not well-described by G*Model-2. In 431 

fact, the plateau region predicted by G*Model-2 is slightly but non-negligibly narrower than that 432 

of the data, which is clearly different from the results of star polymers as shown in Figure S5 433 

in SI. More importantly, G*Model-2 for RC-40 and RC-80* is almost perfectly overlapped with 434 

that of the corresponding LC samples. This fact means that the model does not correctly present 435 

the differences in terminal relaxation behavior between the RC and LC samples, which was 436 

observed in the experimental data as well as in G*Model-1. These results suggest that G*Model-2 437 

evidently lacks a contribution to reflect the effects of the differences in backbone structure in 438 

the RC and LC samples. 439 

 440 

As a summary of the model analyses, we clarified that neither the comb-Rouse model nor the 441 

MM model can accurately reproduce the viscoelastic data of the RC samples in this study. In 442 

fact, to the best of our knowledge, no specific model exists to describe the viscoelastic data of 443 

RC polymers (as well as no viscoelastic data of a series of RC polymers exist prior to this study). 444 

Thus, as a first step, we believe it is worthwhile to show the fact that the data of the RC samples 445 

cannot be reproduced by the above models. As an idea to better describe the experimental 446 

results, in the future, we will examine to develop the hierarchical relaxation model to the RC 447 

samples. 448 

 449 

CONCLUSION 450 

In this study, the viscoelastic properties of systematic RC samples with different branch length 451 

(i.e., Mbb ≃ 4Me and Mbr ≃ Me, 2Me, and 4Me) were investigated by comparing with the 452 

corresponding LC ones. Even the RC-20 and LC-20 samples with shorter branch chains 453 

exhibited an entanglement plateau of G*(ω) in the middle ω region, and its region is extended 454 

with increasing branch chain length in the RC/LC samples. We attribute this region to the 455 

contribution of intermolecular entanglement of the branch chains. In the low ω region, all the 456 

samples exhibited terminal relaxation behavior. In the ω region between the plateau and 457 
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terminal regions, the G' and G" showed a weaker ω dependence than the terminal relaxation. 458 

This behavior was more pronounced for the LCs than the RCs, and also for the samples with 459 

shorter branches (i.e., the larger fraction/relaxation contribution of the backbone). η0 for the RC 460 

and LC samples was considerably higher than that of star polymers with the same Mbr, but the 461 

molecular weight dependence of η0 for the RC and LC samples showed a similar exponential-462 

like dependence for star polymers. Moreover, the ratio of η0 between the LC and RC samples 463 

becomes smaller as Mbr increases, and their η0 appears to asymptotically approach that for star 464 

polymers. Jeo of the RC and LC samples first increases and then converged to an apparently 465 

constant value with increasing branch chain length. By reflecting the difference in backbone 466 

structures, Jeo of RC was almost half of that of the corresponding LC, irrespective of Mbr. 467 

Moreover, the product GNoJeo of the RC samples is higher than that of the LC ones, and the 468 

GNoJeo value of the RC (as well as LC) ones is comparable irrespective of the molecular weight 469 

of branch chains. These results suggest that the shape of the terminal relaxation of the RC 470 

samples is independent of the branch chain length within the range of the samples examined in 471 

this study. 472 

 473 

The experimental viscoelasticity data obtained were analyzed using G*comb-Rouse which reflects 474 

the molecular structure explicitly by matrix description using graph theory. G*comb-Rouse failed 475 

to reproduce the plateau of the G* data in the medium ω range for all LC and RC samples. At 476 

low ω, the model showed considerably faster relaxation than the data, but the shape of G* 477 

exhibited similarity between the model and the data. It is worthwhile that the model was able 478 

to qualitatively reproduce the terminal relaxation data in the LC and RC samples, without 479 

separating the motion of the branch and backbone chains, unlike the hierarchical relaxation 480 

model. We also attempted to describe the G* data for the LC and RC samples by adding the 481 

G*MM, which was estimated from the Milner-McLeish star polymer entanglement relaxation 482 

model, to the G*comb-Rouse. By introducing G*MM, the model showed better agreement with the 483 

data, but was still incomplete. Specifically, the plateau region in G* predicted by the model was 484 

narrower than the data, and the difference in G* between the LC and RC samples in the terminal 485 

relaxation region on the low ω side disappeared in this model, which was visible in the data 486 

and in the G*comb-Rouse. In the summary of the data analyses, the two models used in this study 487 

could not fully describe the data for the RC and LC samples. It is interesting to note, however, 488 

that G*comb-Rouse, which takes the molecular structure into account, was able to describe the 489 

differences between the LC and RC samples at the low ω side of G*(ω). In the future, we will 490 

modify the existing hierarchical relaxation model to better describe the experimental data by 491 

appropriately introducing the contribution of slow relaxation of ring backbones. 492 
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